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EDITORIAL

Virtual / Remote Education?
Not for everyone
by Eric Herrera (ILE Professor)
Before the pandemic, many people cried out for educational institutions to offer more virtual classes.
However, about a year of experience working under this modality
has proved that, in general terms,
it is a failure. A technological gap
among students, lack of training
for teachers and students, and a poor administrative and operative system threatens people’s
health and diminishes the quality of education.
First of all, we need to remember that students
registered on a face-to-face class. Therefore, it
is illogical to think that all students have the kind
of computer, the Internet access, and the digital literacy necessary to be successful in a virtual class with such short notice. There are homes
in which there is only one computer and two or
three children plus adults who may also need it.
Furthermore, one of the main characteristics required to take an online course is discipline, and
this is not something that a person can develop
by just reading a manual or watching a video tutorial. It is not the same to interact with a teacher
and classmates on a daily basis sitting at home in
front of a screen full of avatars and an impersonal
voice. In addition, even though a student can be
distracted while being in a class, being at home,
sometimes alone, is like being tempted by a box
full of all unimaginable distractions.
Second, virtual / remote education is not only
about knowing how to work with hundreds of
technological tools. Students expect their teachers to have certain level of teaching expertise
which demands both knowledge and experience. What level of expertise can a teacher who
has worked with a curriculum designed for traditional instruction offer for a good quality virtual/
remote course? What do administrative staff in
more schools know about teachers’ needs in
terms of technology and instruction? If teachers
do not have the time, resources, and motivation
to switch drastically from traditional education to

virtual / remote education, it is extremely unfair to
evaluate and judge them objectively. Because
of these aspects, many teachers think that virtual
/ remote education is basically to digitalize what
they do during face-to-face classes. While virtual / remote education demand interactive and
challenging exercises, many teachers just fill up
the virtual campus with PDF documents and YouTube videos. While an average higher education
class in the traditional format may last three hours,
an online synchronous session may last about one
hour; otherwise, long sessions may lead to boredom or fatigue since they force people to focus
more intently on conversations in order to absorb
information. While it is easier for teachers to give
students feedback in face-to-face classes, it is remarkably difficult for teachers to individually give
students feedback, especially in large classes of
more than twenty or twenty-five students.
Finally, the excessive emphasis on talking about
technology drives people to forget that this one
is just a tool and not the goal. Education is about
humans and emotions. When the human aspect
becomes second place, many students may
feel socially isolated and lonely during virtual /
remote education. School is not just about academic learning, but it is also about social learning. Because of technology, there is an issue with
students’ problems in socializing. This switch from
face to face education to virtual / remote education overnight has made the situation worse.
No matter what experts may say virtual / remote
education is not for everyone. A person must be
academically, technologically, socially, and psychologically prepared for it. Moreover, a teacher
is not an electronic devise who can be manipulated and programmed to work under conditions
he/she is not prepared for. Do
not believe virtual / remote
education makes learning
better. It is only one more option that can work for some.
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UTN NEWS
From Urban Legends To Constitutional Truths
Translated By Izabela Sepúlveda (ILE Professor)
Some lawyers turn university autonomy into chalk and blackboard, without even blushing at such a crazy interpretation. This autonomy is not an
urban legend. It is created by the Political Constitution and there are votes
or judgments of the Sala IV that have
effected all of its citizens (erga omnes),
especially for specialists in the field, and
that are not just “nonsense” assumptions or “interpretations made by high
university authorities”:
University autonomy is established in articles 78, 84, 85 and 87 of the Political
Constitution, which the authorities of
the supreme powers swore to comply
and defend. The Sala IV has already interpreted these articles so that the high
university authorities only state and reiterate what it has established.
Intellectual activity constitutes the basis of university work in all its areas and
requires the wealth of human talent
that universities can plan, require, recruit, remunerate, evaluate, promote,
manage, train and direct with full independence from the government. The
constitutional independence of administration, organization, government, politics, planning, budgeting, economic
and patrimonial that protects university
autonomy, has as its central axis and
supposes the existence of said human
talent. As a consequence, they have
their own personnel statutes derived
from the constitutional power to freely
decide on their own personnel (votes
1313-93 and 495-92), in full harmony
with the other constitutional principles
and their own Organic Statutes.
The Acts of the National Constituent
Assembly contain the intention to protect the public university from political
swings and contrary influences that
may predominate in the Powers of the
State (Act 160, 4 / X / 1949, volume III,
page 387 to 395). Said protection was
also guaranteed with academic freedom that allows the content of university academic management to be freely
decided, without being subject to the
provisions of powers external to it, as
well as giving freedom to the academic
community to express their ideas, allowing for the coexistence of different cur-
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rents of thought (votes 3550-92, 717009). The state universities are outside
the scope of the Executive Power and
the Legislative Assembly cannot approve laws that intervene in the areas
of competence of the state universities,
nor can it subtract or prevent them from
fulfilling their mission (vote 1313-93).
Article 84 of the Constitution also creates university economic independence since it separates its patrimony
from the State and in its following Article
85 establishes constitutional principles
and special rules that regulate university planning and budget, on the formulation of which the Powers of the State
cannot intervene. The National Plan for
State University Education defines the
content of the Special Fund for the Financing of Education and determines
the expenses and investments necessary for its proper development. University salary regimes affect the sustainability of this fund and are charged to its
own budget and assets constitutionally
separated. Public investment in education is constant and will always correspond to at least 8% of GDP (article 78
of the Constitution), so any budgetary
savings will always benefit the universities themselves, without any fiscal impact in favor of the State. These norms
and principles cannot be rendered
ineffective by norms of a lower hierarchy, such as Law No. 9635 (Fiscal Rule).
These constitutional norms do not require interpretation either, but are of direct and immediate application (vote
3035-96).
The high qualification of university human talent is the result of rigorous selection and evaluation processes, in
accordance with the constitutional
principles of public employment and
even exceeds those existing in the Civil Service regime. Contrary to what has
been affirmed, article 191 does authorize the exclusion of its coverage, in the
case of exceptions derived from the
Constitution itself. University autonomy
is a clear constitutional exception, not
only due to the content of articles 84, 85
and 87 cited, but also by the will of the
constituent, having established that,
unlike the Autonomous Institutions cre-

Written by:
M.Ed. Francisco González Alvarado, rector of the National University and president of CONARE
Dr. Gustavo Gutiérrez Espeleta, rector of the University of Costa Rica
Ing. Luis Paulino Méndez Badilla, rector of the Technological Institute of Costa Rica
M.B.A. Rodrigo Arias Camacho, rector of the State Distance University
Dr. Emmanuel González Alvarado, rector of the National Technical University.
To read original news in Spanish, go to: https://www.utn.ac.cr/content/de-leyendas-urbanas-verdades-constitucionales

ated in articles 188 et seq. Universities
and Public institutions are not subject
to the law on governance (vote 131393), which includes the self-regulation
of its own University Public Employment
Statute, as a system, as proposed by
CONARE.
In the responsible exercise of their autonomy, universities are accountable
and submit their budgets to the oversight authority of the Office of the
Comptroller General of the Republic,
which has never been questioned, so
such statements cast doubt on the objectivity and credibility of articles written
to the contrary. The university budgets
are approved and published on their
website.
The annuity, prohibition, exclusive dedication, school salary, Christmas bonus,
police risk, among many other bonuses,
have not been created by public universities, but have their origin in legislative
norms and decrees. Eliminating university autonomy can never be a solution to
this non-university situation. These laws
and decrees are the triggers of public
spending, not the university salary bases
or its ranking system. In addition, within
the fundamental objectives of the draft
public employment law is the outsourcing of non-substantive positions in each
public institution, at the discretion of the
General Directorate of the Civil Service
and MIDEPLAN, through the application
of homogenized evaluation indexes,
which also infringe upon also the university autonomy.
University autonomy, which is exercised
with full respect for the constitutional
principles in force, comprises more than
the simple “power to approve study
plans and programs and purposes”,
“determine internal structures” or “manage personnel and resources,” as it has
erroneously been thought of.

UTN NEWS
Atenas’ Campus Develops A Research Project To Compare
The Reproductive Efficiency Of Buffalo Versus Cattle
Translated By Izabela Sepúlveda (ILE Professor)
In order to investigate the reproductive efficiency of buffaloes compared to bovine species, a practice of heat synchronization for fixed-time artificial insemination (IATF) is
being carried out. This practice allows the scheduling of calving, milk and meat production, while the herd is genetically
improved through the use of genetic material from improved
bulls and buffalos.
“The students are actively participating, since the research is
part of the final graduation project, as part of the plans of the
academy this project that involves research and teaching,”
explained Mr. Josué Rivera Castillo, director of the Majon in
Veterinary Medicine with an emphasis on Buiatrics.
The first stage of the research was carried out last year during
the rainy season and is currently working with the same protocols in the dry season. With this, it will be possible to conclude the number of females that were pregnant in each
season and compare the number of gestational effects between both species.
“We are committed to innovation and the establishment of
technological practices to improve the productivity of na-

tional cattle herds, including the experience with new species such as the water buffalo,” indicated Mr. Eduardo Barrantes Guevara, dean of the Atenas Campus.

To read original news in Spanish, go to: https://www.utn.ac.cr/content/sede-de-atenas-desarrolla-proyecto-de-investigación-para-comparar-la-eficiencia-reproductiva

Atenas’ Campus Receives Computer Program
To Perform Statistical Parameters With Cattle
Translated By Izabela Sepúlveda (ILE Professor)

On Friday, February 19th, the Atenas Campus of the Universidad Técnica Nacional (UTN) received the donation of a
computer program for the management of the meat herd,
which is one of the most important in this genre worldwide,
Mrs. Angela Jaramillo Arango, GENTRA Commercial Manager from Costa Rica visited the Campus as a representative of
the company.

Mrs. Jaramillo explained that the software will be accompanied by a minimum of five hours of training and support, to
carry out a comprehensive analysis of the meat herd that the
UTN has. In addition, she emphasized that this link opens the
possibility of creating a pilot plan on topics of interest to students, which allows them to learn about new technologies.
“Students and teachers will be aware of these programs that
are so necessary for teaching, so we thank the company for
its openness and trust it has placed in us to work together.
Tools like these benefit future professionals when they enter
the labor market”, mentioned Mr. Eduardo Barrantes, dean
of the Atenas Campus.
This livestock software has the possibility of being used by
teachers to include it with other systems such as weighing,
traceability and electronic identification, which facilitates
learning with advanced teaching techniques.
“The mechanism that the program works with in terms of parameters, statistics and self-evaluation, is essential for it to be
implemented in the herd of meat that we have at the Campus and, in general, in the rest of the country, since it benefits
productivity and generates jobs “, indicated Mr. Milton Gutiérrez, Coordinator of Production and Business Management.

To read original news in Spanish, go to: https://www.utn.ac.cr/content/sede-de-atenas-recibe-programa-informático-para-realizar-parámetros-estad%C3%ADsticos-con-ganado
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AROUND THE GLOBE
Belly Fat Can Adapt To Resist Weight-Loss
Strategies, Study Finds
Belly fat adapts over time to become
more resistant to weight-loss treatments,
according to a study published by the
journal Cell Reports.
Human stomach fat, or the persistent
area of weight gain around the stomach, effectively goes into “preservation
mode,” which enables it fight off attempts to make it go away, including intermittent fasting, the researchers said,
upi.com reported.
“While most people would think that all
fat tissue is the same, in fact, the location makes a big difference,” study coauthor Dr. Mark Larance said in a statement.
“Our data show both visceral and
subcutaneous fat undergo dramatic
changes during intermittent fasting,”
said Larance, a research fellow at the
Charles Perkins Center and School of
Life and Environmental Sciences at the
University of Sydney in Australia.
For this study, Larance and his colleagues examined fat tissue types from
different locations of the human body
to understand their role during every-other-day fasting, where no food
was consumed on alternate days.
Information taken from: https://irandaily.ir/News/281307.html

During what’s known as “intermittent”
fasting, fat tissue provides energy to the
rest of the body by releasing fatty acid
molecules, the researchers said.
They performed their experiments on
mice, which have similar fatty tissue to
humans but also process fat much faster, using state-of-the-art imaging technology, they said.
The fat types where changes were
found included visceral “belly” fat,
which is fat tissue surrounding organs
such as the stomach, and subcutaneous fat, which lies just under the skin
and is associated with better metabolic
health, they said.
However, visceral fat became resistant
to this release of fatty acids during fasting, according to the researchers said.
There were signs that visceral and subcutaneous fat increased their ability to
store energy as fat, likely in an attempt
to rapidly rebuild their fat inventory before the next fasting period, according
to the researchers.
Although the findings from this study
may not apply to different diet regimes,
such as the 5:2 diet, or fasting two days
out of seven, or calorie restriction, they

may help determine which diet plans
would be most beneficial for metabolic
health, the researchers said.
“This suggests the visceral fat can adapt
to repeated fasting bouts and protect
its energy store,” Larance said.
“This type of adaptation may be the
reason why visceral fat can be resistant
to weight loss after long periods of dieting,” he said.

Image taken from: www.pixabay.com

Archaeologists Unearth Unique
Ceremonial Chariot Near Pompeii
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Italian archaeologists have unearthed
an ancient ceremonial carriage from
a villa just outside the ruins of Pompei,
which was buried in a volcanic eruption
in 79 AD.
The almost perfectly preserved four-

wheeled carriage made of iron, bronze
and tin was found near the stables of an
ancient villa at Civita Giuliana, around
700 metres (yards) north of the walls of
ancient Pompeii.
Massimo Osanna, the outgoing director of the Pompeii archaeological site,
said the carriage was the first of its kind
discovered in the area, which had so
far yielded functional vehicles used for
transport and work, but not for ceremonies.
“This is an extraordinary discovery that
advances our understanding of the ancient world,” Osanna said, adding that
the carriage would have “accompanied festive moments for the community, (such as) parades and processions”.
The culture ministry called it “a unique
find, without any precedent in Italy.”
Pompeii, 23 km (14 miles) southeast

Information and phot credit: https://www.britishherald.com/archaeologists-unearth-unique-ceremonial-chariot-near-pompeii/

of Naples, was home to about 13,000
people when it was buried under ash,
pumice pebbles and dust as it endured
the force of an eruption equivalent to
many atomic bombs.
About two-thirds of the 66-hectare
(165-acre) ancient town has been uncovered. The ruins were not discovered
until the 16th century and organised excavations began in about 1750.
“Pompeii continues to amaze us with
its discoveries and it will do so for many
years, with 20 hectares still to be dug
up,” said Culture Minister Dario Franceschini.
A rare documentation of Greco-Roman
life, Pompeii is one of Italy’s most popular attractions and a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.

AROUND THE GLOBE
Excessive Social Media Use Linked To Binge
Eating In US Preteens
Children in the United States who
have more screen time at ages nine to
10 are more likely to develop binge-eating disorder one year later, according
to a new national study.
The study, published in the International
Journal of Eating Disorders, found that
each additional hour spent on social
media was associated with a 62% higher risk of binge-eating disorder one year
later. It also found that each additional
hour spent watching or streaming television or movies led to a 39% higher risk
of binge-eating disorder one year later,
medicalxpress.com reported.
Binge-eating disorder is characterized
by eating large quantities of food in
a short period of time, a feeling of loss
of control during the binge, and experiencing shame or guilt afterwards.
Binge-eating disorder can be severe
and life-threatening if it causes heart
disease or diabetes, and it is the most
common eating disorder in the United
States. People with binge-eating disorder may be overweight or of normal
weight, but unlike those with bulimia,
they do not compensate by vomiting,
using laxatives or exercising excessively.
They frequently eat alone or in secret
and may eat until they are uncomfortably full.
“Children may be more prone to
Information adapted from: https://irandaily.ir/News/281263.html

overeating while distracted in front of
screens. They may also be exposed to
more food advertisements on television.
Binge-watching television may lead to
binge-eating behaviors because of
overconsumption and a loss of control,”
said lead author, Jason Nagata, M.D.,
assistant professor of pediatrics at the
University of California, San Francisco.
The researchers analyzed data from
11,025 children 9-11-years old who are
part of the Adolescent Brain Cognitive
Development Study, the largest longterm study of brain development in
the United States. Data were collected
from 2016-2019. The children answered
questions about their time spent on six
different screen time modalities, including television, social media, and texting.
Parents answered questions about their
children’s binge-eating behaviors, specifically the frequency and characteristics of overeating and related distress.
“Exposure to social media and unattainable body ideals may lead to a
negative body image and subsequent
binge eating,” said senior author, Kyle T.
Ganson, Ph.D., assistant professor at the
University of Toronto’s Factor-Inwentash
Faculty of Social Work.
“This study emphasizes the need for
more research on how screen time impacts the well-being of young people

now and in the future.”
While the study was conducted prior
to the COVID-19 pandemic, its findings
are especially relevant during the pandemic. “With remote learning, the cancelation of youth sports, and social isolation, children are currently exposed to
unprecedented levels of screen time,”
said Nagata.
“Although screen time can have important benefits such as education and
socialization during the pandemic, parents should try to mitigate risks from excessive screen time such as binge eating. Parents should regularly talk to their
children about screen-time usage and
develop a family media use plan.”

Image taken from: www.pixabay.co

Russia Launches Satellite To Monitor Climate In Artic
Russia launched its space satellite Arktika-M on a mission to monitor the climate and environment in the Arctic
amid a push by the Kremlin to expand
the country’s activities in the region.
The Arctic has warmed more than twice
as fast as the global average over the
last three decades and Moscow is seeking to develop the energy-rich region,
investing in the Northern Sea Route for
shipping across its long northern flank as
ice melts, Reuters reported.
The satellite successfully reached its intended orbit after being launched from
Kazakhstan’s Baikonur Cosmodrome
by a Soyuz rocket, Dmitry Rogozin, the
head of Russia’s Roscosmos space
agency, said in a post on Twitter.
Russia plans to send up a second satellite in 2023 and, combined, the two
will offer round-the-clock, all-weather
monitoring of the Arctic Ocean and the
Information takenfrom: https://irandaily.ir/News/281208.html

surface of the Earth, Roscosmos said.
The Arktika-M will have a highly elliptical
orbit that passes high over northern latitudes allowing it to monitor northern regions for lengthy periods before it loops
back down under Earth.
At the right orbit, the satellite will be
able to monitor and take images every
15-30 minutes of the Arctic, which can’t
be continuously observed by satellites
that orbit above the Earth’s equator,
Roscosmos said.
The satellite will also be able to retransmit distress signals from ships, aircraft
or people in remote areas as part of
the international Cospas-Sarsat satellite-based search and rescue program,
Roscosmos said.
“As more activity takes place in the Arctic and as it moves into higher latitudes,
improving weather and ice forecasting
abilities is crucial,” said Mia Bennett, a

Image taken from: www.pixabay.com

geographer at the University of Hong
Kong.
“There is also an element of data nationalism that is feeding into all this.
Countries, especially those that see
themselves as space powers, want
to be able to rely on their own satellites and data to inform their activities,
whether commercial or military in nature,” she said.

THE ILE ETHOS
Why We Are The Way We Are
Years ago, especially in the sixties
and seventies, a
reflection on why
we are the way we
are would have
dealt almost exclusively with genetics
and the programming of human
behavior implicit in
genes. Today, we
also know that much of people’s behavior has to do with how we feel towards others and towards ourselves.
Feelings and emotions determine
greatly the way we act and behave.
The Enneagram is a system of personality typing that describes patterns
in how people interpret the world
and manage their emotions. The Enneagram describes nine personality
types and maps each of these types
on a nine-pointed diagram, which
helps to illustrate how the types relate to one another.

Fig. 1

The name Enneagram comes from
the Greek: Ennea is the Greek word
for nine and Gramma means something that is drawn or written.
The enneagram tells us about the
intelligence centers of the person
in all its areas: emotional, rational
and mental. “Each of the nine enneatypes has its concrete and specific interpretation, its vision of reality and how it interprets life from its
own map, what happens, feels and
needs to navigate in life,” says psychotherapist and psychoanalyst
References
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Written by Gabriela Calvo (ILE Professor)

Joan Ramón Soto Cifuentes (Hernán,
2021).
Enneatype 1: (the perfectionist) This
type of person might become obsessive about reaching perfection.
In the process, they become very
self-demanding and critical of themselves. They tend to get angry and
frustrated easily. They are hard-working people who always strive to improve things, but fear making mistakes. They are usually convinced
that their way of seeing things is the
only true one, which drives them to
impose their point of view on those
who think or act differently. These
people must learn to transform anger into serenity, accepting themselves the way they are.
Enneatype 2: (the advisor) For these
people, the important thing is to be
a good person, always prioritizing
the needs of others. They believe
that the more they help people, the
more they will be loved, and the
more others love them, the happier
they will be. It is easy for them to become dependent and unable to be
alone. These people need to learn
to attend to their own emotional
needs first, before attending those of
others.
Enneatype 3: (the achiever) The
people under this enneatype believe that if they do not stand out or
excel in some area, no one will respect them, and that their worth as a
human being depends on their professional successes and social status.
They tend to be obsessed with image, success, and recognition. They
must learn to value themselves for
what they are instead of what they
do, have or achieve.
Enneatype 4: (the individualist) These
people seek for constant attention. It
is said that they might suffer from an
inferiority complex. They constantly
see in others qualities they believe
they lack. They often feel misunderstood and suffer from frequent emotional ups and downs. They have to
learn to deal with their egocentricity,
to be more interested in others than
in themselves.
Enneatype 5: (the thinker) These

people tend to shut themselves in
their solitude because their greatest
fear is being unable to relate emotionally to others. Anything to do with
feelings, as well as physical contact,
makes them uncomfortable and
overwhelmed. They have to learn to
connect more with their heart, finding the balance between what they
think and what they feel.
Enneatype 6: (the guardian) These
people live in a permanent state
of alert so as not to be caught off
guard. Fear and anxiety about potential future problems often overwhelms them. Feeling insecure about
the choices and decisions that they
make often lead them to ask other people what to do with their life.
They must cultivate the confidence
in themselves to assume the consequences of their own decisions.
Enneatype 7: (the optimist) The people under this enneatype tend to
develop a fun, happy and positive
personality, using their sense of humor as a defense mechanism. They
are afraid of suffering.
Enneatype 8: (the challenger) This
type of persons likes to be in command of situations so as not to submit to the will of others. They want
to be in control. Since their greatest
fear is that others will harm them,
they live on the defensive, reacting
aggressively when threatened. They
have to learn to be more vulnerable.
They must understand that no one
can hurt them emotionally without
their prior consent.
Enneatype 9: (the mediator) These
people have a hard time saying “no”
to others for fear that someone will
get angry. In order to avoid conflict
at all costs, they avoid taking sides so
as not to upset anyone. In order not
to say anything inconvenient, they
tend to listen more than they talk.
They have to learn that they cannot
please everyone at all times.
If you liked this information and
would like to find your enneagram
type, take a free test
https://www.truity.com/test/enneagram-personality-test

Hernán, P. (2021, 13 enero). ¿Qué es el eneagrama y qué tipos de personalidad define? https://www.hola.com/estar-bien/galeria/20210113182422/eneagrama-personalidad-que-es/1/
Riso, R. & Hudson.R. (2017). La Sabiduría del Eneagrama. Editorial Urano. https://es.pdfdrive.com/la-sabidur%C3%ADa-del-eneagrama-e50837509.html
Figure 1. [digital image]. Retrived February 10th, 2021 from: https://www.yourenneagramcoach.com/blog/breaking-down-the-enneagram

THE ILE ETHOS
How To Avoid Feeling Anxious
About Starting Something New?
Why do we feel anxiety about starting something new? Why do we hold
ourselves back from beginning a new
job, a new business, starting or ending a relationship, or even moving to
a new city? How can we overcome
that fear and move forward? It is a
double edged sword, on the one
hand, we have anxiety that the thing
we are jumping into won’t work out
well; and on the other hand, we fear
we might be giving up something
that would have been smart to stick with.
These two anxieties gang up on us and make it difficult
to make a decision. But the truth is that fear, anxiety and
nervousness are a fundamental aspect of life. We all experience these emotions when considering new paths
because we cannot be sure how things will turn out. Risks
are scary no matter what. We are nervous to reveal ourselves, to put ourselves out there, to be exposed.
Our minds in an effort to protect us imagine all the terrible
possibilities that could result from a new situation. This response is a useful tool that helps us make good life choices. However, when we let fear control our decisions, we
can miss out on massive opportunities, growth, and potential happiness. This is why it is crucial that we learn how
to deal with our anxiety in healthy ways, so we can move
forward to build the life that we deserve.
The first thing we can begin to deal with our anxiety is
to acknowledge it. When we do not acknowledge our
fear, it is easy to let it control us. That’s why it is so important to reflect on why you are hesitant to begin your
new venture. Are you really holding back due to carefully
considered logical reasons? Or are you just experiencing the natural fear of starting something new? Without
introspection, fear runs rampant. But once the anxiety is
acknowledged, you can begin to defeat it with logical
and emotional arguments.
Next is accepting the possibility of failure. Once you
have acknowledged the anxiety of starting something
new, there are many different ways to deal with it. One
powerful way to erase your fear is to radically embrace
your anxiety. Get familiar with the feeling of being afraid
and embrace it! It is there to protect you, but it does not
have to control you. In fact, go ahead and accept that
failure is possible. Even plan on doing it wrong first. Plan
that you may not have all the answers, that you might
not be perfectly prepared. Failure does not make you
any less worthy of trying, and it does not mean that you
should give up. It is simply a redirection to help you find
the correct path. By giving yourself the freedom to fail, it
will make starting much less daunting. And do not forget,
you would not be nervous about starting something new
if you did not really care about it. Being afraid is often an

Written by Aaron Torres (ILE Professor)

indication that the thing you are afraid of is truly important. If you care so much about something, then it is not
a good sign that you should probably do it? It may be a
big undertaking, but it is going to force you to grow and
change and put in a lot of effort – and that is exciting!
Thirdly, do not pursue success – pursue learning. Another way to reduce anxiety is fundamentally orienting your
life around learning instead of achievement. Rather than
hoping to succeed at something new, start your venture
out of a desire to learn. Then no matter what happens –
even if you fail – you will learn from the experience. When

Our very survival depends on
our ability to stay awake, to
adjust to new ideas, to
remain vigilant and to face
the challenge of change.
-Martin Luther King Jr.

you shift your core values away from badges of success
and towards a learning mindset, it makes trying new
things much less intimidating. Your ultimate goal is simply
to learn. So, whether you fail or succeed, you will certainly learn things that will help you in your next endeavor. This mindset is also helpful since you are more likely to
continue trying new things throughout your life because
you are not interested in staying stagnant. Rather, you
are interested in continual growth, which requires stepping out of your comfort zone regularly. One way I have
stayed out of my comfort zone is by trying a completely
different approach to managing my ideal weight.
And finally, another useful tactic to reduce your fear is
to stop trying to smother it, and instead replace it with
something else that is more powerful. In other words, replace your anxiety with something else. Think about your
reasons for wanting to start something new in the first
place: why do you want to start that new job? Why do
you want to start that new relationship? Come up with
a long list of reasons that excite you about starting your
new venture, reasons that drew you to that course of action in the first place and write them down. This exercise
helps you actually replace your anxiety with excitement.
In conclusion, instead of focusing on negative outcomes
that might happen if you start, you will focus on all the
great things that might happen if you do.
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ACADEMICS AND MORE
The Digital Divide Should
Be A Global Priority
By Paulette Delgado (February 26th, 2021)

9

In a world of social distancing and stay-at-home orders, the pressure to do everything in the digital environment has increased. From classes to e-banking to
online shopping, everything is done digitally now. This
has brought to light the serious problem of digital inclusion that exists in the world.
This crisis has exposed the challenges faced by those
outside the digital world. Not having connectivity
leaves people even more isolated and at a significant
disadvantage as they have to fight for access to vital
things like an education, job, or job opportunities. Before COVID-19, people went to a coffee shop, bookstore, or place with public internet access, but now
many of these places have closed. How do you get informed, access official government announcements,
and even have video calls with loved ones who live far
away without Internet?
According to a Pew Research Center study, there are
33 million Americans who do not have access to the
Internet in the United States. This represents 10% of the
population. This digital divide is linked to several demographic variables, including age, educational level, family income, and community type. Lack of access to technologies can harm all aspects of everyday
life, from causing social exclusion for not having a way
to talk to other people due to the pandemic to not
having access to public services, such as registering
for the COVID-19 vaccine.
According to a study conducted by Capgemini on
the digital divide found that 44% of respondents who
did not have an internet believed they could find
higher-paying jobs and improve their education if they
did. According to Capgemini, most respondents who

do not have connectivity are between 22 and 36. The
survey was conducted of people ranging from 18 to
over 70 years old. They also noted that half of them
are not newbies to the digital world; in fact, 59% have
used these tools before, that is, they have the necessary digital skills to use the Internet in the future.
Why don’t 44% of the respondents have internet access? The research found three reasons: cost, complexity, or lack of interest. However, they mention no
universal cause; for example, the Internet’s cost can
be a key point for young people living in rural areas
and the complexity of older adults, people with disabilities, or health problems.
In the United States, the main barrier is cost. According to Capgemini, 84% of the disconnected population under 36 years old admit that they are not online
because of what it costs to hire internet service. Compared to the rest of the world, the average number of
people without connectivity for economic reasons is
50%. But the digital divide goes beyond having access
to the Internet. 76% of offline respondents said that this
situation is because they cannot buy computers or
mobile devices to connect.
Educational level is also one of the factors that affect
the likelihood that a person is not online. According
to the Pew Center study, three out of ten adults (29%)
who do not use the Internet have, at most, a high
school education. This number has dramatically decreased since 2000 as it was 81% of people at the time.
How to support greater digital inclusion
and close the digital divide?
The responsibility for digital inclusion and universal access to the Internet cannot fall on the individual or a
single group; it requires input from various stakeholders. This responsibility should be, primarily, governments, private organizations, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), non-profit organizations, and the
academic world in conjunction with experts.
Public and private organizations must take critical and
urgent action to ensure that those affected by the
digital divide are no longer left out. Google, for example, partnered with the California State Department of
Education to provide Chromebooks and 100,000 mobile hotspots to students in rural areas.
In private organizations, they must invest in closing
the digital divide as part of their social responsibility agenda. Lloyds Banking Group has incorporated
digital inclusion and digital equality into its strategy
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and purpose. In the UK, Lloyds established a Digital
Champions Program where they have close to 25,000
“champions” since this program began in 2015, committed to increasing the digital skills of at least two individuals, businesses, or organizations each year. They
use different campaigns through associations and local initiatives.

The pandemic has exposed the digital
divide's severity that has placed those
without connectivity and access skills
at a severe disadvantage.
Of course, those who have the most important role are
legislators and governments, who must make devices and the Internet more accessible to marginalized
communities or anyone who does not have these services. They should focus on public access and private
access to the Internet. The European Union, for example, launched the WiFi4EU initiative to provide free
public Wi-Fi in public spaces, including parks, squares,
libraries, health centers, and museums.
Furthermore, governments can help make devices
more affordable. The organization “Alliance for Affordable Internet” says that a large part of the cost
of devices comes from import and sales taxes. In July
2015, Côte d’Ivoire’s government, for example, reduced taxes on smartphones from 27% to 6.5%.

Through regulations and public policies, governments
can exert pressure on Internet service providers and
technology companies to reduce the cost of mobile
data or broadband for certain communities or rural
areas. Establish initiatives like those of Lloyds Banking
Group, providing high-speed internet access in remote areas. For example, Spectrum, a telecommunications company, offered free broadband and internet access for 60 days to households with elementary,
high school, or college students who do not yet have
a subscription.
Private organizations should also seek to educate
people on how to stay safe online. Many older people do not use the Internet to fear falling for scams or
fraud, nor do they feel comfortable sharing personal
information online. In these times where you can even
make online bank transfers, it is key to help them lose
their fear and use these applications.
During a time of crisis like the coronavirus pandemic, it is even more important that digital inclusion is
prioritized, not just for people who work remotely or
because schools have moved to online learning but
also because it has become vital to obtain basic information and health services. It’s easy to forget that
33 million people in the United States alone are offline.
It is time to explore ways to bridge the digital divide
and provide opportunities for those facing these digital challenges.

Information taken from: https://observatory.tec.mx/edu-news/the-digital-divide-covid19
Photo credit: https://pixabay.com
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VOX POPULI
The UTN community includes professors, administrative staff and students. Each
individual has something to say about everything. In this section, we give the
university community the opportunity to express what they feel about different
school, country and world issues that in one or another way affect or impact our
lives, feelings and opinions. This month we asked students:

How are we loosing the value of respect for others?

Today, respect is not as it used to be. The best example
is when you are talking to someone, and that person
is paying attention to in his/her cellphone. I think
technology is one of the aspects which has driven to this
lack of respect. Social media gives people the chance to
criticize (sometimes without any argument), and there
is no way to stop this phenomenon. The worst part is
that when people see others do it, they do it too.
Anonymous

Yes, we are. And we have always
been losing it. But at the same time,
we do our best to keep it.
Is it respect for others, or ourselves?
Both. We lose respect for others
when we judge based on fallacies,
discrimation against or looking
down on others.
We lose respect for ourselves when
we do not practice, promote self-discipline, take responsability or fall
into bad habits.
The good news is that many are
aware that it is a crucial value to
nurture.

Many factors have
influenced the way we
treat people. Everyday
activities, media and
social networking have
lead us to believe that
other people do not
deserve respect. We are
becoming selfish with everything, but we cannot
stop respecting the lives of
people around us.

Jose Soto

We are living in difficult times
where the set of values is
changing. Yet, to cross that line
of losing the value of respect
for others starts where each
individual allows it.

Aarón Torres

I believe that as a common trend, societies in gereral are becoming less respectful, specially young people that believe that to be
respectful is not necessary anymore. To greet someone when you
arrive at a place, say thank you or to listen to what others have to
say is something less common nowadays. Moreover, there is less
respect for elderly people, teachers, parents or authority figures. In
fact, some of them have the misconception that freedom means to
say, act, and behave as they please, ignoring society principles and
values and that to show respect is not necesary anymore.

Yamil Segura

Gerardo Matamoros

We are not losing the value of respecting others more than the importance that we
give to teaching, using and enforcing it in our everyday lives. As parents, professors, professionals, we need to make sure our peers, students, and children understand and value what respecting others means. Respect is not only saying: “Thank
you, Good Morning, or Please”. Respect is about empathy for each others’ ideas,
being silent when needed, or speaking as a tool to defend what we believe in. It is
about drawing lines for others not to cross and not crossing someone else´s. That is
what respect is all about and our duty is to not let others or ourselves forget it.
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Cindy Rodríguez

There is a double discourse, on
the one hand, it seems there is
more inclusion in society today,
on the other hand, people show
less tolerance to other people’s
opinions. Because of this the
meaning of respect is blurred,
and each person or group tends
to respect others until they do
not agree with them or become a
threat in some way.

Eric Herrera

Izabella Sepúlveda

I think we all
respect other
people to a
degree; however,
what might be
happening is
that what respect
is (and who to
respect) may be
changing.

THE STUDENTS’ VOICE
Analysis Of The Movie
“Arrival” In A Coup D’oeil
By Leonardo Bado (ILE Student)
In the midst of fall 2016, thousands of spectators, all over America, remained in expectation of neither surprising
nor attention-getting movie tagline that read, “Why are they here?” Indeed, the mere act of attending to a highly
ritualized conventionalism, as watching motion pictures, has become such an extended social mechanism of
banal entertainment that even the most critical spectators succumb to the temptation of a lengthy, intent, and
further consideration about any remarkable point of discussion running along with the plot of the movies. In fact,
the social space prolonged by movies seems to be crowded with all types of social delays except for deep reflection.
The tagline was just a deflecting overture to what became an unprecedented touchstone in the film industry,
specifically that film industry engaged in suggesting defying guidelines to the big audience because the movie
became a linguistic illustration of one of the most intriguing and studied phenomenon in human history: the mystery of language. “Arrival” is an American film directed by Denis Villeneuve and released in November of 2016.
The movie falls into the category of science fiction, but certainly escapes to the venalities and social opioids of
the Hollywoodian style. The movie stars Amy Adams as DR. Louise Banks and Jeremy Renner as Ian Donnelly. Dr.
Banks is contacted by military authorities to engage in the arduous labor of trying to make a sense of the extraterrestrial language due to her professional experience. The continuum of civilization depends on how effective
the process may turn out of understanding and transmitting a message between mankind and these aliens. For
all purposes, this process of understanding and conveying a message, from a linguistic point of view, it is what
truly represents not only the plot of the movie but also the linguistic interest that this motion picture brought about.
Linguistically, the movie perfectly exemplifies the quest of mankind for meaning in the language, which seemingly can be perceived as a simplistically ironic oversimplification. Men asking for meaning to the language.
However, grammatically, semantically, and phonologically speaking, the movie offers a kaleidoscope of opportunities for erudite scholars, students, and critical thinkers in general. The movie “Arrival” is a pertinent depiction
of the reflection of linguists about particularities in the languages in terms of functionality, Anthropomorphism,
and rules molding linguistic communication.
The functionality of the language is one of the most studied characteristics of language, however, the most
self-evident without further reflections. The title of this essay was given to make a point regarding two concepts,
namely, functionality and function, which are similar but not interchangeable. Functionality refers to the final purpose of language; function refers to the specific role in a specific linguistic environment. Most people will not find
interference to understand the title of the essay “Analysis of the movie ‘Arrival’ in a coup d’oeil,” so the functionality of the language has been successfully fulfilled. On the other hand, A more detailed examination of the words
in the title will allow people to find a contradiction in terms of concepts between two specific words: Analysis and
coup d’oeil. By definition, the first word refers to a careful examination whereas the second word refers to a quick
glance into something, clearly a contradiction (Merriam-Webster, 2021). There is a problem in the function of the
language, which does not impede that the characteristic of functionality works perfectly when considered the
whole parts of the language together. In the movie, Dr. Louise, for example, as the first attempt at communication
with the aliens, articulates the word “human.” It is evident that this is a simple and basic attempt to use a function
of the language in terms of identification by providing basic instruction (Rowe & Levine, 2016). She is a linguist, so
she knows that ther first approach should be instructive rather than communicative.
A far more complex situation comes when Dr. Louise is asked to pass on a question to the aliens. In other words,
she should switch from giving a simple instruction to requesting information, which requires a greater level of
complexity in the language. Dr. Louise explains how asking “What is your purpose on Earth?” presumes that those
creatures are able to carry out an intellectual thought in order to make a decision, to distinguish between affirmation and questioning, and to distinguish between a semantical function and a grammatical function. Moreover, asking this question presumes that humans will be able to resort to some type of lexicon in order to decode the response. The complexity of language in terms of decipherable communication is even more intricate
among living creatures with the capability of sight because creatures are able to see and interpret signals. In
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Loise takes off her suit and approaches the screen to introduce a more intelligible variable in the communication
process, namely, body language. Body language is important to create a context in which the sender and receiver feel secure. Besides, some gestures used in body language are less dependent on other gestures or verbal
articulation, which makes it easier to develop a notion of the meaning that they convey (Rowe & Levine, 2016).
“Arrival” shows another peculiarity of language in terms of anthropomorphism. This is particularly notorious in
the way Dr. Loise tries to understand the language of the aliens. Dr. Loise is a linguist, so she is fairly trained in the
branches and subdisciplines conforming to the theoretical account of linguistics. Phonological, grammatical, semantical, lexical, lexicographical, and syntactical elements crowd the repertoire of the ambits of the language,
but more importantly, if not the essential feature of language as known to mankind, language is human. Therefore, people always try to grasp meaning and signification from the phenomenological world by filtering all those
elements through the lens of human experience. In this regard, the scene in which Dr. Loise is gingerly examining
the logograms and symbols containing the extraterrestrial language is a perfect illustration to demonstrate the
human tendency to anthropomorphize those phenomenon’s that there are out of their own human experience.
In the scene, Dr. Loise is isolating symbols and trying to perceive patterns in the structure, which in linguistics is
looking into grammatical and syntactical structures. Another illustration of the process of anthropomorphism can
be found in the scene in which the aliens convey the message “offer weapon.” The Military staff is worried about
this message, but Dr. Loise thinks that weapons may have been transmitted not as a transposition of the concept “military weapon” but as any other concept, partially due to the fact that aliens do not know the semantic
complexity of this word. Besides, in this case, neither the military staff nor Dr. Loise knows if the aliens understand
metaphorical transpositions.
The features behind the rules regulating language are another paramount takeaway in “Arrival.” A language
is a systematic arrangement of symbols conveying meaning. In this regard, every language has a particular
characteristic, namely, every language shows patterns of consistency at different linguistic levels (Coon, 2020).
However, between written and spoken language there are no absolute correlation but a relational and contextual correlation. In other words, the written symbol and the spoken sound referring to that symbol are completely
arbitrary even though patterns exist. In the movie, the written symbol and the spoken sounds were not related
because the written system of the alien language was semasiographic, making it easier for Dr. Loise to study the
written symbol instead of making sense of the sounds (Coon, 2020). As stated before, all languages, in order to
be a systematic, arrange of symbols, must show consistency. Heptapod language, for instance, different from
human languages has a nonlinear written system. This brings about a series of implications in terms of how aliens
think. If they use a nonlinear orthographical system, then they must think in nonsequential time because one of
the characteristics described by the well-known linguist Noam Chomsky is that the number of messages that can
be created in a language are infinite (Rowe & Levine, 2016). Therefore, in terms of predictability aliens must think
in nonsequential order. As a crucial and important aspect of language, the movie is mentioned the Sapir-Whorf
hypothesis, according to which the language spoken by people determines the way people think in terms of
structure and meaning. This has been a hypothesis discussed by linguists for a long time due to the possible implications that it may represent in how we understand humanity, language, and culture.
Ultimately, with respect to the science of linguistics, the movie “Arrival” is a thought-provoking illustration of the
importance that language entails for humanity. Not only does the movie escape from the overly embellishing
and Hollywoodian cliché of the manly and feisty hero, but it also brings a delightful discussion about language
into the big audience. Furthermore, the movie makes people think about having a different perspective of time
can have fruitful consequences to peacefully reorganizing the world inhabited by the human species. In fact, behind the argument of the movie about knowing the Heptapod language is evident the newfound respect for other
countries that is shown at the end of the movie in the United Nations. In the end, language is communication, and
only understanding the otherness constitutes the true path to fulfilling the human quest for unity.
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POP WORLD
The Sweet Poison That
Takes Down Our Health!
BY Rob Kutch (January 12th, 2015)
•Pancreas is drowned with sugar
•Body gets flooded with insulin from
pancreas to key sugar inside the cells
•Whatever sugar is not used for
energy, stored as fat by the liver
•Fat deposits in the abdomen,
buttocks, back, etc.
•Fatty stores lead to abnormal
hormone levels
•Accumulation of fat accelerates
progression of diseases mentioned
above

The average American consumes 22
teaspoonfuls of sugar daily. Total sugar in our diet comes to 130 pounds per
person every year. Think of all the sugary drinks, candy, condiments, jams, jellies, cereals, ice cream, yogurt, shakes,
cake, cookies, pies, pastries, snacks
and fruit juices
Sugar lacks any nutrients with the exception of calories. It steals vitamins
and minerals from us in the process of
digestion and absorption.
In large doses, this sweet substance
stresses out the pancreas. The is the organ in our body that makes insulin. Insulin serves as a key to open the door
to let sugar into our cells. With frequent
sugar consumption, insulin no longer
works correctly. Sugar cannot get into
the cells and begins accumulating on
the cells exterior. The patient then becomes diabetic.
This sweetener leads to excess calories
in the diet which gets stored as fat by
the liver. Accumulation of fat causes
hormone abnormalities resulting in obesity, cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, kidney failure, blindness, blood
vessel blockage and sexual dysfunction.
Everything in our diet is composed of
carbohydrate, protein and fat. These

food categories are all broken down
into sugar. This yields the energy demands for the billions of cells that compose our body. If the sugar is found within produce and consumed as such, this
is not a problem. Difficulties arise, when
products gets juiced and lose their fiber
in the process. In this case, sugars hit the
pancreas hard, causing the ejection
of high amounts of insulin to try driving
the sugar inside the cells. Over the decades, sweet stuff will prematurely age
and destroy the body. You may still look
good from the outside but hyperglycermia (excess sugar that’s it not being put
away properly) is doing insidious damage from the inside out.
Healthy Example:
•Orange eaten
•Body has to break down fiber
•Absorbs vitamins & minerals from fruit
•Fruit sugar (fructose) is absorbed
slowly
•Pancreas happy because sugar
confronts it at a leisurely pace
Unhealthy Example:
•Junk food consumed, primary ingredient sugar (sucrose)
•Sugar is digested, nutrients stolen
from the body to break it down
•Rapidly absorbed into the blood

Information takenfion from: https://renovatingyourmind.com/2015/01/12/the-sweet-poison-that-takes-down-our-health/
Phot Credit: https://pixabay.com

If the sugar is contained within a piece
of produce, it gets broken down slowly in the body. This way, the pancreas
doesn’t get overwhelmed. Reason being both fruits and vegetables have fiber that delay the breakdown of sugar.
Produce also contains abundant quantities of antioxidants, minerals and vitamins.
Make positive changes with regard to
your present behavior, by slowly lowering consumption of products that are
chock full of sugary temptations. If you
can go cold turkey, more power to you.
There are other names for sugar that
food manufacturers use to make us
think that they are giving us a “healthier” version of the sweetener. Some
of the most common ones are agave
nectar, honey, brown sugar, etc. Many
of these other names do have trace
amounts of vitamins and minerals so the
benefit is minimal at best because they
still are only sugar.
List of other sugar names are found in
the link below:

Note:

Sugar Aliases

Five grams is equivalent to one teaspoonful of sugar. Read the label to
check out the total carbohydrate
grams in one serving. Then take this
number, divide by five to yield the number of teaspoonfuls of sugar per portion.
Check out your cereal, yogurt, almond
milk, etc. You will not believe how much
sugar is added to these products.
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DID YOU KNOW...?
What Is Doomscrolling?
B y S o f í a G a r c í a - B u l l é ( J u n e 1 2 th, 2 0 2 0 )

Doomscrolling is the tendency
to continue to scroll through bad
news, even though that news is
saddening, disheartening, or depressing. Many people are finding
themselves reading continuously
bad news about COVID-19 without the ability to stop or step back.
Although several countries progressively have started the “de-escalation,” this COVID-19 quarantine has wreaked havoc on us in
several ways, including, perhaps,
the excessive use of online content as our primary source of information, entertainment, and interactions.
This need to consume content
during most of the day takes a dark

“Our studies also showed
that this change in mood
exacerbates the viewer’s
own personal worries,
even when those worries
are not directly relevant
to the news stories being
broadcast.”
15

turn when most of the information
circulating is negative news. From
the coverage of the pandemic to
the social problems whose boiling
point has arrived, it is practically
impossible that a vast majority of
the content we receive as we tour
our feed could not be negative,
stressful or depressing.
Too much information about a
negative situation can have adverse psychological effects, as
Graham Davey, professor emeritus in Psychology at the University
of Sussex sustains.
Being constantly exposed to this
type of news can be an intense
experience and cause symptoms
such as stress, problems sleeping, volatile moods, aggressive
behavior, depression, or even
post-traumatic stress. “Our studies also showed that this change
in mood exacerbates the viewer’s
own personal worries, even when
those worries are not directly relevant to the news stories being
broadcast,” affirms Davy. The
professor explains why it is so hard
to stop navigating this ocean of
negative news. In addition to being entertaining, the human brain
is designed to pay attention to
news that frightens or shakes us.
This principle is called negative
bias. Loretta Breuning, former professor of Administration at California State University and author
of the book, “Habits of a Happy
Brain,” explains the cognitive tendency towards the consumption
of negative content. “In nature,
our survival depends on finding rewards and avoiding danger, but
avoiding danger takes priority.”
Habits to diminish doomscrolling
Initiating and maintaining conversations on networks rather than
just consuming content can help

Information adapted from: https://observatory.tec.mx/edu-news/doomscrolling
Photo credit: https://pixabay.com

reduce the stress caused by negative news. One study that dates
from 2016 showed that users who
spend more time only reading
and consuming content passively
without starting conversations are
more likely to develop stress more
than people who are proactive
when consuming content.
Conversing and externalizing both
concerns and positive topics online can generate a feeling of accompaniment, which can be auxiliary support to create less tension
when browsing content. Another
measure is to diversify the applications we use, prioritizing apps
that do not relate to informational content. Be aware of the hours
spend online and the activities we
perform so that we can put limits
on the time we spend on applications with informative content.
The priority of keeping ourselves
informed is indisputable. However, to maintain our capacity for
critical thinking and the mental
stability to overcome a prolonged
state of crisis, it is necessary to give
mental health a higher place on
the scale of priorities. Maintain-

TECHNOLOGY BITS

Top Three Writing Tools That Help
Students Write Assignments
by Austin Jax (November 27th, 2020)
Writing quality material is the way to engage users, whether
you are writing a blog post or an assignment. If you are a
blogger, readers who find your content ineffective will not
return to your blog. Similarly, written assignments must be of
high quality to advance in your education career.
Completing written assignments is not easy in any language.
After all, your teacher (and readers) expect you to use various skills and express ideas and responses creatively. When
working on a writing assignment, it is essential to be in a workspace without distractions and have resources available to
improve writing.
Tools such as grammar and spell-check software assist your
writing in significant ways. These tools are important because
many students cannot catch their grammar mistakes, misspelling, redundant vocabulary, and duplicate content.
These tools become extremely helpful when you are preparing to begin writing assignments. Some of the most useful online tools are:
•Thesaurus
•Prepostseo Plagiarism Checker
•Grammarly

“Writing is not a simple activity; it
requires several skills to express ideas in
an original, creative, and coherent
format with engaging content for the
audience.”
Before discussing these tools further, let’s consider the key
points that must be kept in mind before and during the writing assignment.
Comprehend the task
Completing an assignment successfully means fulfilling the

specific tasks requested. Fully comprehending the assignment task sheet can be accomplished by doing the following:
a.) Read it carefully and clarify any confusion or
questionable items with your teacher.
b.) Identify the purpose of the assignment, its
length specifications, and format.
c.) Make a bullet list of key points, considering the
time frame, word limit, and the assignment’s
purpose.
Understand the reader of the assignment
It is also necessary to understand the teacher’s mind who assigned the work and will read it. Your level of knowledge influences your writing style, word choices, and the amount of
detail needed to complete the assignment. Prepare so that
you can meet the teacher’s expectations.
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Choose appropriate content
There are many ways to prepare for the writing assignment,
including brainstorming and making notes in advance, discussing with a fellow student, or talking to a teacher to determine the relevant data.
You can try freewriting also, which involves addressing the
topic by writing continuously for 4 to 5 minutes and then discern exciting points relevant to the assignment.
Once you have decided the main theme, narrow down the
content you are considering by noting things like:
•This line was impressive.
•This content is original and will enhance the
assignment.
•This idea is possible to investigate.
•This item meets the assignment criteria.
Research the topic
Note every line that looks relevant and significant to the topic. Consult various sources like magazines, books, and websites to ensure that you do not overlook anything obvious or
central to the topic.
Most researchers do not look for a large amount of data at
this point. It is only necessary to be sure that the assignment is
on the right track and have a good handle on existing source
material.
Structure of the paragraph
The paragraph is the essential element of a written assignment. Each one must contain its main idea, and all the paragraphs work together to guide the paper or essay to fulfill the
assignment’s purpose.
Therefore, be mindful of the paragraph’s structure, take care
of the syntax, and use verbs properly, considering voice and
tense.
Write compelling text
The biggest struggle most students face during writing assignments is how to organize the information properly. Try outlining the important content that you believe will help you
organize the structure.
Choose the words that will persuade the teacher. Also, be
sure to write original content to avoid plagiarism.
Review the assignment before submitting it
After completing the assignment, review the writing to check
for errors or illogical statements. Remember, if you are not satisfied with your work, your teacher will not be, either.
Check the content of each paragraph, making sure that:
•Each sentence supports the theme of the topic.
•No unnecessary or irrelevant information distracts
the mind of the reader.
•Grammar and format are correct, and there are
no spelling mistakes.
Feel sure you have done all the things necessary to write the
assignment well and be positive before submitting it.
There are seven critical steps to writing that every student
should follow:
•Read the text thoroughly after finishing it.
•Review its structure.

•Correct bad syntax.
•Emphasize verbs that are precise and take action.
•If you can say something in two words, do not say
it in four.
•Check vocabulary accuracy.
•Write in your style.
Now let’s talk about some of the tools that are valuable and
helpful for writing:
Thesaurus
In addition to being the largest dictionary in English, this Thesaurus is one of the best tools to support writing (click on the
link above). It provides synonyms for complex words that you
do not know or understand.
This website offers you practical advice, blogs, and a search
engine for synonyms so that you can improve your writing
skills entertainingly.
For example, a commonly used word like “beautiful” has
many synonyms, so if you want to add variety and versatility
to your vocabulary choice, you can enter the word “beautiful” and select one of several synonyms for your word.
Prepostseo.com
Some students do not know about plagiarism because it has
not been explained to them. Plagiarism means duplicating
content verbatim, using the “same words” of another author,
which is regarded as stealing. It is possible to happen naturally if two people write the same line about one idea.
Simply put, if someone copies the same words from the internet, their work or assignment will be plagiarized content.
Prepostseo is software that checks if your assignment is plagiarized or not. Copy your written assignment and paste it
into this tool, and it will show the percentage of your content
that appears to be duplicate.
After clicking on the “plagiarism checker” button, it matches your written lines with published writings on other websites
and underlines them to show which of your lines are duplicates.
Grammarly
Grammarly is an application that can also be called a “writing assistant” that helps you write concisely, accurately, and
grammatically free of errors. To use this tool well, you must
have at least a basic proficiency in grammar.
This tool is ideal for students who are not excellent in grammar, who speak English as a second language, who want
to use it as a double-check, and who want to catch spelling
errors. Its basic version is free, and it can be integrated into
Microsoft Word as an add-on.
Conclusion
It is important to remember that even native-language writers make mistakes, so it is important to understand how these
mistakes occur. Using online professional writing services like
Grammarly and Thesaurus can help you. They proofread your
text in seconds and offer suggestions and corrections that
help you improve your writing.

Information takenfionfrom; https://observatory.tec.mx/edu-bits-2/top-3-writing-tools-that-help-students-write-assignments
Phot Credit: https://pixabay.com/es/
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Isabel Allende:
A Personal Touch, A beloeved Author
best-seller and gained her a ton of critical success.
The book was first conceived by Allen
de when she received news that her

When it comes to beloved Latin American novelists, Chile’s Isabel Allende is always in the mix. Her first novel, The House
of Spirits (1985), put her on the magical
realism map in the literary world.
“She’ll forever be linked to magical realism, but that would be pigeon-holing
her, because her prolific literary output encompasses numerous genres,
in non-fiction as well as in fiction,” says
Miami-based journalist, writer, and college professor, Juan Carlos Pérez-Duthie, who has interviewed Allende. “She
may not always hit the mark, but she
takes risks. Like with her latest book, Ripper, her first crime novel. Allende is a
Hispanic American author whose work
has achieved, and retained, worldwide
recognition. And that’s no easy feat.”
So, who is Allende, and why is she considered one of the great writers of Latin
America?
Allende was born on August 2nd, 1942, in
Lima, Peru. The niece and god-daughter of Salvador Allende, the former president of Chile, she started her writing
career as a journalist. (Does that career
trajectory remind you of a certain Colombian author who is a giant in magical realism?)
Allende left Chile for Venezuela some
months after her uncle’s assassination
and the overthrow of Chile’s coalition
government in 1973. A little more than a
decade later, her first novel, The House
of the Spirits, became a worldwide

100-year-old grandfather was dying.
She began to write him a letter that ultimately became the manuscript of The
House of the Spirits.
The book tells the story of the Trueba
family, spanning four generations, and
tracing the post-colonial social and political upheavals of Chile – though the
country’s name, and the names of figures closely paralleling historical ones,
such as “the President” or “the Poet”,
are never explicitly given.
It’s obvious the book was a direct result
of Allende’s experience living in exile,
and that personal touch is what makes
her widely appealing, experts say.
“Her take on the Latin American literary
phenomenon of ‘magical realism’ has
broad appeal, but her life story is also
quite compelling. She’s written several books about her personal life: one,
Paula, is about her daughter Paula who
died of a strange illness; another, The Infinite Plan, is about the life of her current
(American) husband. But she’s probably best known for her short stories, The
Stories of Eva Luna, and her epic novel The House of the Spirits, in which she
riffs on Latin American mythologies and
politics,” says Carl Fischer, assistant professor of Spanish at Fordham University

in New York City.
Thus far, Allende has written 20 books
translated into 35 languages. She has
won 50 awards in more than 15 countries, and two of her books have been
made into international movies. Her
works continue to be adapted for movies, plays, musicals, operas, ballets and
radio programs.
But today being the age of the Internet,
the writer also has a website and blog
(written by a friend with postings approved by Allende), and social media.
As always, her musings are personal:
“My most significant achievements are
not my books, but the love I share with
a few people—especially my family—
and the ways in which I have tried to
help others,” she says on her site.
“When I was young, I often felt desperate: so much pain in the world and so
little I could do to alleviate it! But now
I look back at my life and feel satisfied
because few days went by without me
at least trying to make a difference.”
Allende makes a difference in a couple of ways. She has a foundation that
serves to empower different girls in the
United States and abroad. She’s also a
public speaker and has given TED talks
centred on living passionately. Watch
them here.
Some of Allende’s other works worth
checking out are: Of Love and Shadows (1987), Daughter of Fortune (1999)
and Zorro (2005).

Information taken from: https://soundsandcolours.com/articles/chile/chilean-writer-isabel-allende-a-personal-touch-a-beloved-author-25662/
Photo Credit: Isabel Allende: --https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Isabel_Allende_Frankfurter_Buchmesse_2015_(cropped).JPG (Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0)
House: https://pixabay.com
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“English For You CR”
Presents,
Tearing Down the Myths #3:
You Should Speak English
To Almost A “100%”
Today we want to talk about another common myth that is promoted by companies in job interviews.
This is our Myth #3: working in an English-speaking environment requires you to speak to almost a “100%.” It’s
common to hear Human Resources representatives saying that candidates for a position should speak “70%,
80%, or more of English”. But what’s this supposed to mean?
Who speaks English to a “100%”? A native speaker? A native speaker that likes to read and has a master’s
degree and who also is a great writer? This makes no sense. For the sake of clarity, although questionable by
many, the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) for languages gives a better idea
by classifying proficiency levels into groups: beginners, intermediates, advanced speakers so it’s evident that
learning is progressive and that evaluation should take that into account.
Therefore, nobody speaks “100% English”, not even Shakespeare! The same goes for speaking a “70 or 80%”,
for example. Such “scales” are completely false and not based on linguistics or pedagogy. You can consider
yourself a low or high intermediate for example (more info here: https://bit.ly/3cfcMpk).
In short, if you have studied in a language school, you know what your current proficiency level is. If you don’t,
you could consider taking a certification exam like TOEIC or TOEFL (no commercials intended), but nobody can
tell you if you speak 80% or 99% of English. Then, play along in the job interview and say what your current level
is and mention what you can do in English. Keep in mind that you can always improve your current level. Good
Luck!
Questions, suggestions or comments? Write to us at: teacherjenaro@yahoo.com.
You can listen to our podcast including this section, music in English, and more in:
www.EnglishforYouCR.com and www.facebook.com/english.foryoucr

bamboozle

verb (used with object) [bam-boo-zuhl]
-to deceive or get the better of (someone) by trickery, flattery, or the like.
EXAMPLE:
-They can be bamboozled by the exigencies of Hollywood
commercialism.
www.dictionary.com
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Chichen Itza, Mexico
Chichen Itza was a large pre-Columbian city built by the Maya people of the Terminal Classic
period. The archaeological site is located in Tinúm Municipality, Yucatán State, Mexico. Chichen
Itza was a major focal point in the Northern Maya Lowlands from the Late Classic (c. AD 600–900)
through the Terminal Classic (c. AD 800–900) and into the early portion of the Postclassic period
(c. AD 900–1200). The site exhibits a multitude of architectural styles, reminiscent of styles seen in
central Mexico and of the Puuc and Chenes styles of the Northern Maya lowlands. The presence of
central Mexican styles was once thought to have been representative of direct migration or even
conquest from central Mexico, but most contemporary interpretations view the presence of these
non-Maya styles more as the result of cultural diffusion.
Chichen Itza was one of the largest Maya cities and it was likely to have been one of the mythical
great cities, or Tollans, referred to in later Mesoamerican literature. The city may have had the most
diverse population in the Maya world, a factor that could have contributed to the variety of architectural styles at the site.
The ruins of Chichen Itza are federal property, and the site’s stewardship is maintained by Mexico’s
Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia (National Institute of Anthropology and History). The
land under the monuments had been privately owned until 29th March 2010, when it was purchased
by the state of Yucatán. In 2007,
For its unique characteristics, Chichen Itza has been awarded the titles of “World heritage site” and
one of the “New 7 wonders of the world”
Information taken and adapted from: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chichen_Itza
Photo Credit: https://pixabay.com
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